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Intellectual history explores the mental tools that men and women have used to understand
themselves and their world.  In this course, we'll focus on the ways Europeans thought about a
specific set of problems, over the 650 years from the late Middle Ages to World War I:  namely,
the interlocking problems of human morality, human community, and God's imprint on them-- or
lack of imprint.  By considering some ways that influential thinkers have discussed these issues
over a long period of time, we'll gain some sense of the range of options that Europeans have had
for understanding problems that are basic to the human condition, and we'll explore the
complicated ways in which these options have changed over time.

Instead of a textbook, we'll read nine important authors from the period.  Information on the
historical background to these texts will be supplied in lectures, but most of the work in the
course will center on the readings themselves, through class discussions, lectures on the texts, and
writing assignments.  That organization makes it especially important that students do their best
to prepare the readings for the dates they're assigned, and about 10 percent of the class grade will
be based on a combination of attendance and class participation.  There will also be a take-home
mid-term, take-home final, and seven-page essay assignment, each based on the assigned reading
and each worth about 30 percent of the final grade.  Because these are difficult materials, students
are encouraged to consult any outside sources they find helpful, notably Wikipedia.  However,
although these sources may improve your understanding of the issues, they're not a substitute for
the texts themselves; we'll be considering questions and ideas that don't come up in these outside
sources, and your written work will be evaluated in terms of the command it shows of the
assignments.

In addition, if you use outside materials of any kind in your written work, provide references to
them.  Unacknowledged use of others' ideas is a serious form of academic dishonesty, which may
result in a failing grade for the specific assignment or for the course as a whole.

Topics and assignments

January 14-16:  Introduction:  definitions and methods

January 21:  Martin Luther King, Jr. Holiday

Part 1:  God in the world

January 23:  God and human society in medieval thought
assigned:  Thomas Aquinas, Law, Morality, and Politics, 10-22, 33-35, 40-51, 76-
81

January 28-30:  God and human society in medieval thought (cont'd)
assigned:  Aquinas, Law, Morality, and Politics, 130-196

February 4-6:  Rethinking God, rethinking society—the Protestant Reformation
assigned:  Martin Luther, Selections from his Writings, 19-34, 42-85 ("Preface to the 
Epistle of St. Paul to the Romans," "The Freedom of a Christian")



February 11-13:  Rethinking God, rethinking society—the Protestant Reformation (cont'd)
assigned:  Luther, Selections,  167-203 ("The Bondage of the Will"); Niccolò 
Machiavelli, The Prince, Letter to Lorenzo, sections 1-9

Part 2:  A distant God

February 18-20:  Rethinking God, rethinking society—the Renaissance challenge
assigned: Machiavelli, The Prince, sections 10-26

February 25-27:  Faith, society, and the challenge of science
assigned:  Blaise Pascal, The Pensées, 12-57, 64-73, 152-158 (from section on "Vanity" 
though "Beginning," "Transition," "The wager")

March 4-6:  A vision of progressive individualism
Assigned:  John Locke, Second Treatise on Government, 5-68, 107-116
Mid-term examination due

March 11-13:  Spring break

Part 3:  In God's absence

March 18-20:  Enlightenment assumptions and the question of human nature
Assigned:  Denis Diderot, Rameau's Nephew

March 25-27:  Enlightenment assumptions and the question of human nature (cont'd)
Assigned:  Diderot, D'Alembert's Dream

 April 1-3: Modernity, democracy, and fear
Assigned:  Toqueville, Democracy in America, pp. 1-15, 82-117, 142-168

 April 8-10:  The free individual and the idea of progress
Assigned:  John Stuart Mill, On Liberty
Essay due

April 15-17:  The free individual and the idea of personal development
Assigned:  Mill, On the Subjection of Women

April 22-24:  The free individual and the failure of reason
Assigned: Sigmund Freud, Totem and Taboo, 1-69, 126-146

April 29:  Conclusions—what happens when we think about right and wrong?

May 6:  Final examination due


